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Open Educational Resources: Home

This site introduces OER initiatives for PSU, explains Creative Commons licensing and OER, and helps you get started searching for Open Educational Resources for teaching and learning.

Canvas Tutorial

- Canvas - OER Tutorial
  Guided tutorial to assist faculty for finding, using, and incorporating OER into canvas.

Welcome to the PSU Axe Library OER Initiative

"Open educational resources (OER) are teaching, learning, and research resources that have been released under a copyright license that permits anyone to freely use and redistribute educational resources include full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, stess, articles, and any other tools or materials used to support learning.

The real power of OER comes in the '5R permissions' that entitle you to not only access but also to make them better." [11]
Canvas Tutorial

- Canvas - OER Tutorial
  Guided tutorial to assist faculty for finding, using, and incorporating OER into canvas.

Open Resources

- Bookboon
  Free online textbooks focused on economics, statistics, IT, engineering, and natural science.
Sites
Browse Open Courses from Lumen Learning

Our open courses span a variety of high-demand subjects and disciplines. Designed using high quality open educational resources (OER) rather than commercial textbooks, these courses are freely available as a service to the education community. You can use them as-is or modify them to fit your instructional style and students' needs. See Using Open Courses for further information and video tutorials on how to adapt and teach with open courses.

Mathematics
Browse mathematics and quantitative courses.

Science & Technology
Browse science and technology courses.

General Education
Browse general education courses across a variety of disciplines and subjects.

Developmental Education
Browse college success, transitional and developmental education courses.

Business
Browse business-related courses.

Education
Browse courses in education and teacher preparation.
Help Keep OpenCourseWare Going and Growing.

Donate Now

Support OCW

To provide such cutting-edge information today is truly a revolutionary gesture. It deserves supporting.

Sigit
Educator - Colegip/Irian University
Indonesia

FEATURED COURSES

Technology and Innovations in Africa
Introductory Biology
Probabilistic Systems Analysis and Applied Probability
Hispanic America: One Hundred Years of Literature and Film

Get Started

OCW makes the materials used in the teaching of MIT's subjects available on the Web.
Discover. Share. Create.

OER Commons is a dynamic digital library and network. Explore open education resources and join our network of educators dedicated to curriculum improvement.
Welcome to the Open Course Library

A collection of high quality, free-to-use courses that you can download and use for teaching. All content is stored in Google docs making it easy to access, browse and download.
Open.Michigan is a University of Michigan initiative that enables faculty, students, and others to share their educational resources and research with the global learning community. Learn more >>

Note: In order to bring you a better and more robust resource, we are in the process of updating and improving the technology that supports Open.Michigan. During this time, the current site will have limited functionality, especially for content updates.

Please let us know if you are trying to update your materials or if you run into access problems.
Site Characteristics
Differences

• Each site is a little different
• Course content differs widely
Some Commonalities

• About
• History
• Staff

Lumen: http://lumenlearning.com/browse-courses/
Some Commonalities—Tutorial/Help

http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
Some Commonalities—Media/Social Media
Commonalities—Online Communities

https://www.merlot.org/merlot/Sociology.htm
Commonalities—Invitation to Participate/Software

Open.Michigan is a University of Michigan initiative that enables faculty, students, and others to share their educational resources and research with the global learning community. Learn more

Note: In order to bring you a better and more robust resource, we are in the process of updating and improving the technology that supports Open.Michigan. During this time, the current site will have limited functionality, especially for content updates.

Please let us know if you are trying to update your materials or if you run into access problems.

Find
Find and download

Share
Learn how to create

Connect
Explore the U-M open
Commonalities—Licensing

On Individual Learning Objects

CC BY-SA: Attribution-ShareAlike

Site Statement

“Except where otherwise noted, content on this site is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License”—Open Michigan
Commonalities—Searching

Merlot, Screenwriting

Open Michigan, Social work

MIT, Find Courses, Topic, Social Science, Legal Studies
Discipline Specific/Tutorial
Providing Access Through Canvas